Optical diffraction and computer image processing of electron micrographs were employed to analyze the structure of the regular surface layer of Sporosarcina ureae at high resolution. Negatively stained preparations of regular surface layer fragments showed two types of tetragonal pattern, each havingp4 symmetry in projection with a = 12.8 nm. Although the two patterns differed greatly in overall appearance, both had a common pattern of areas of high stain density which we interpret as arising from gaps or holes in the structure. We speculate that these holes may be related to a protective role of the regular surface layer, whereby hostile environmental agents (such as muramidases) larger than about 2 nm would be screened from the underlying layers of the bacterial surface, while the free passage of nutrients and waste products into and out of the cell would still be allowed.
Although it is not a universal feature, many bacteria carry a regular array of protein units (the regular surface [RS] layer) on their outermost surface. Improved preservation and staining techniques have made it evident that these superficial layers exist among a variety of grampositive and -negative genera (20, 21) .They are probably much more common than is usually supposed because they are often lost from wildtype bacteria when grown in serial culture in the laboratory (8; R. G. E. Murray and T. J. Beveridge, unpublished data) and, furthermore, can be difficult to see on conventional thin sections prepared for electron microscopy (20) . Most structural work on the bacterial cell surface has neglected these layers, which is unfortunate because it is this outer or superficial layer that forms the primary interface between the cell and its environment. A principal function of the RS layer appears to be to protect the bacterium, particularly its cell wall, from hostile elements of the environment. For example, mutants of Spirillum serpens VHA in which the RS layer is defective are more susceptible to attack by the parasite Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus (8) , and removal of the RS layer makes the peptidoglycan cell wall of a number of bacteria susceptible to attack by enzymes such as lysozyme (17, 23) . These layers may also help to screen the bacterium from heavy metals (4, 6) and from local fluctuations in the environment such as small variations in pH.
These layers make excellent vehicles for the study of molecular arrangement because they possess a high degree of structural regularity, they can be readily isolated and purified, and they can easily be dissociated from the bacterium and reassembled into the native quasi-crystalline form in vitro (see, for example, references 19 and 20) . The tetragonal surface layer of the gram-positive bacterium Sporosarcina ureae (4) is a particularly interesting example of this type of structure; in this study, we have employed electron microscopy and computer image processing to investigate in detail the two patterns that this layer exhibits when negatively stained. Both structures have been solved to a resolution of better than 2.5 nm, which has enabled us to determine the relationship between them and to propose a model linking structure and function.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Electron microscopy. Cells of S. ureae (Beijerinck) ATCC 13881 were harvested during the exponential growth phase from 1 liter of brain heart infusion broth (pH 8.8), washed three times with 250-ml volumes of 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.8) containing. 1 mM MgCl2, and broken with a French pressure cell operating at 140 kPa (20,000 lb/in2). These cell fragments were then processed by the Triton X-100-lysozyme methods described in detail elsewhere (4) to provide fragments free of other wall components. These fragments were applied to carboncoated grids and stained with 1% ammonium molybdate or ammonium molybdate-uranyl acetate (15) enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of the electron micrographs. In effect, these procedures produce an average of the information present in the image and so tend to even out any spurious features. They also enable the data to be manipulated much more conveniently than is possible by simple photographic methods, and this can be very helpful when comparing different types of images as we wish to do here.
Micrographs were initially assessed visually to select areas that were free of obvious imperfections, such as distortions and stacking faults. These areas were then examined by optical diffraction to determine those in which the structure was well preserved to a resolution of better than 3 nm and in which the diffraction spots were strong compared to the background. The background was also examined to ensure that it was approximately symmetrical (indicating low astigmatism) and that the first minimum of the phasecontrast transfer function (see reference 22 for a detailed discussion of this point) occurred at a frequency substantially higher than the highest frequency diffraction spots. This ensured that phase-reversal artifacts were absent. Only areas that met these rigorous and objective criteria were used for subsequent computer image processing. These areas were digitized on an Optronics P-1000 drum scanner with a raster spacing corresponding to approximatley 0.4 nm on the original object, and the data were stored on magnetic tape.
Subsequent processing was carried out on a Control Data CYBER 73 or CYBER 76 computer, using software written in FORTRAN IV. Areas of 512-by-512 picture elements were boxed off from the density arrays, and their Fourier transform was computed. The position of lattice points was determined by examining line printer representations of the transform amplitude matrix, and Fourier amplitude and phase data were then obtained by integrating over small circular windows centered on the lattice points (3). Because it varies slowly with position across a peak in the Fourier transform, the phase of each reflection is well determined by this method. However, because only a small number of sample points were included in the integration (generally between 5 and 10), the estimate of amplitude may contain some error due to its rapid variation with position. Unfortunately the RS layer fragments were never sufficiently large to enable more reliable amplitude data to be obtained by electron diffraction. The amplitude error was decreased by averaging symmetry-related reflections, but it is unlikely to be completely eliminated by this procedure. The effect of this is that the highly reliable phase information results in positions being known accurately in the final images, but the actual density at any point may be slightly in error. This means that, although the position of particular features is known confidently, great reliance should not be placed on their detailed shape or absolute density. To average within or between images, the phase origin was first referred to a fourfold axis (when all phases ideally become 0 or 1800). Final filtered images were produced by Fourier inversion and were output as density matrices on line printer, or as either contour plots (using an Information International Inc. COMp8O microfilm device) or grey-scale images on an Optronics Colorwrite C-4300 system.
RESULTS
When viewed negatively stained with either ammonium molybdate or ammonium molybdate-uranyl acetate (15) , the superficial layer preparation of S. ureae appeared as a large number of fragments of the order of 100 nm in diameter. Some of the fragments displayed the characteristic pattern observed previously (4), whereas others appeared essentially featureless. Both types of fragment were commonly observed in the same field of view (Fig. 1) . However, closer inspection indicated the presence of a faint pattern in the second ("featureless") type of fragment, and the presence of a highly ordered structure was confirmed by optical diffraction analysis (Fig. 2) . Both types of fragment gave an optical diffraction pattern indicative of p4 symmetry (discussed in detail in reference 14) with a = 12.8 nm, although there were consistent differences in intensity distribution between the patterns from one type of fragment when compared to those from the other. Each pattern displayed a marked handedness (indicative ofp4 rather than p4mm symmetry), and this was always in the same direction for each type. The clearp4 optical diffraction pattern obtained with the second type of fragment confirms that it is a genuinely different structure and not a superposition Moire pattern such as that sometimes seen with Bacillus brevis (1) or with Bacillus polymyxa (13) .
In both patterns, fine structural detail is not easily observed in the micrographs because of the presence of "noise" arising from such sources as imperfections in the support grid and stain and from the low contrast of the images. This is particularly marked in the case of the images from the second type of fragment where, in the absence of the optical diffraction evidence, one would be inclined to doubt whether any consistent pattern was present. Therefore, to obtain a clearer appreciation of the pattern in each case and also to investigate the relationship between them, we had recourse to computer image processing techniques (for reviews of the theory involved in these methods, see reference 2 or 15). These enable a substantial portion of the degradative noise to be removed from the image by taking advantage of the fact that, when the image is subjected to Fourier transformation, the signal due to the pattern is concentrated in the vicinity of the lattice points (corresponding to the spots in the optical diffraction pattern), while the noise tends to be spread over the entire frequency spectrum. If one therefore reconstructs the image by using only the information obtained by integration near the lattice points, most of the noise is removed. This is essentially equivalent to optical filtering, whereby an opaque mask is used in the back focal plane of the objective lens (where the optical diffraction pattern is formed). By exploiting the rotational symmetry of the object, a further averaging is possible when using computer methods. The optical diffraction patterns from each type of fragment (Fig. 2) clearly display p4 symmetrythis is to say they possess fourfold rotation axes (see reference 14) . The signal-to-noise ratio of the image can be further improved by exploiting this fact. Technically this is most easily achieved by averaging symmetry-related reflections [(h, k) and (k, -h)]. In addition, because it was very weak, the signal-to-noise ratio of the second type of pattern was also increased by averaging data from three different areas. Furthermore, when the phase origin is appropriately positioned, all the Fourier amplitudes in objects havingp4 symmetry are ideally real. One such position is when the phase origin is located on a fourfold axis. In all of the images employed, the mean intensity weighted divergence of the phases from this condition was less than 10 degrees, and so there was little doubt as to the correct phase assignment for each reflection. For the final Fourier synthesis of the filtered images, the phases were therefore adjusted to the indicated ideal value, which resulted in a considerable reduction in the periodic noise present. The filtered images obtained are shown in Fig. 3 , and the Fourier data used to generate them are given in Table 1 .
The filtered image obtained for the first type of structure confirms earlier studies based on optical filtering (4) a Value too low to be determined accurately. fine bridges. The higher signal-to-noise ratio obtained in this study has enabled some additional features of the structure to be made out. The bridges between cylinders appear to be associated more closely with one cylinder than the other, so that each cylinder can be thought of as having four spokes projecting towards adjacent cylinders. Some structure is also present within each cylinder, which is most easily reconciled with the cylinders being made up from four identical subunits. A pattern of areas of high stain density is also evident in the backing layer of the structure, which previous work has indicated lies on the exterior face of the bacterium (4). The general outline of this structure is quite different from that seen in B. brevis (1), but is remarkably similar to that observed in the tetragonal RS layer of Clostridium thermosaccharolyticum (12) , which has a similar central group of four subunits linked to adjacent groups by fine bridges (see, in particular, Fig. 13 and 16 of reference 12). This structure also bears some resemblance to the tetragonal RS layer of B. polymyxa (13) , although this latter structure has not been solved to a sufficiently high resolution to enable a detailed comparison to be made.
The filtered image obtained for the second type of structure is much less dramatic in appearance than the first, which is consistent with its essentially featureless appearance in the electron micrographs. A basketweave-like appearance is evident which, on close inspection, can also be found in the original images. There is no evidence in this image for the cylinders that form such a prominent feature of the first type of pattern. DISCUSSION The results obtained by computer image processing of electron micrographs of negatively stained fragments of the superficial layer of S. ureae clearly demonstrate the presence of two patterns. Although one's first impression is that the two patterns are unrelated except for their space group and unit cell dimensions, closer inspection reveals a surprising correspondence between areas of high stain density. This is more easily seen in Fig. 4 , in which the data have been "thresholded" so that only the areas of higher stain density are displayed. Each pattern has a dense area on one of the two fourfold axes of the unit cell and a characteristic "cross" of five areas centered on a twofold axis. Figure 5 shows thresholded contour plots of the two patterns superimposed to illustrate the correspondence between the two more clearly. There is an excellent coincidence between the positions of the holes in each pattern, although there is some variability in shape and density. Because the phase data employed in the final syntheses were much more reliable than the amplitudes, one would anticipate position to be represented more faithfully than detailed shape and density in the reconstructed images. Consequently, the apparent differences in hole outline probably reflect errors in measurement and truncation errors in the Fourier processing, rather than real differences between the two patterns.
One is prompted to ask how these two patterns could have arisen. Previous work using transverse sections of embedded material has indicated that the structure of this superficial layer can be considered as being composed of two layers: the outermost appears as an essentially continuous sheet, and the inner one is made up of an array of hollow cylinders with their axes perpendicular to the first layer (4). However, this is only a conceptual division, since gel electrophoresis has demonstrated that the layer is composed of only one type of protein having a molecular weight of approximately 150,000 (4). Such a structure can be easily correlated with the appearance of the first type of fragment, where the hollow cylinders and also fme connecting bridges between them can be easily discerned. But how can the pattern ob- served in the second sort of fragment be correlated with the results from transverse sections? One possibility is that the second type of pattern could be due to the sheetlike outermost layer of the structure with the hollow cylinders removed, possibly as a result of some perturbation introduced during sample preparation or staining. But this is unlikely in view of the evidence (4) indicating that the layer is composed of only one protein species. Alternatively, the two different patterns could reflect the structure of the two different sides of the layer. We imagine that this could arise, for example, by the side of the layer nearest the carbon support grid becoming denatured by surface forces and so appearing fea- become attached to the grid in a random manner and so exhibit little preference for handedness of the pattern. Second, if the featureless pattern were to result from the removal of the hollow cylinders from the first type of pattern, it is remarkable that no examples of incomplete removal were observed. All of the fragments examined displayed either one structure or the other and never a mixture of the two, even when the field of view contained a number of examples of each type of pattern.
Regardless of the exact mechanism by which they are produced, the noteworthy feature is the presence of the same pattern of areas of high stain density in each type of fragment. We consider that the most likely explanation of this observation is that the structure contains holes or pores of about 2 nm in diameter. It is, of course, possible that the structure observed by negative staining is not exactly the same as that present in the hydrated RS layer. However, in contrast to more strongly hydrated materials (such as, for example, the peptidoglycan of the cell wall), protein conformation is usually represented fairly accurately by negative staining at the resolution employed in this study (see, for example, reference 15). Although our estimate of hole dimensions is subject to some uncertainty, it is unlikely that we are grossly in error. It is, of course, also possible that the areas of high stain density we observe are only surface depressions in a continuous layer, but this would require a remarkable correspondence of depressions in both sides of the layer. Consequently, J. BACTERIOL.
we are reasonably confident that the gaps or holes in the RS layer are not artifacts and are present in the layer on the surface of the bacterium.
Patterns of areas of high stain density of this size (which we presume to similarly represent holes) seem to be a common feature of both gram-positive and gram-negative bacterial regular surface layers. They are clearly visible, for example, in high-resolution studies of B. brevis (1), Clostridium thermosaccharolyticum and C. thermohydrosulfuricum (12) , Micrococcus radiodurans (16), S. serpens VHA (9, 10) , and Spirillum putridiconchylium (5, 7, 20a) . We were therefore prompted to ask whether these holes or pores in the RS layer could have a functional significance. There is a body of evidence (reviewed in the introduction) to suggest that a principal role of the regular surface layers is that of a protective coat, somewhat analogous to a virus capsid. The cell interior is already protected by a peptidoglycan cell wall and protoplast membrane, which probably have limiting porosities of the order of 1 nm and 0.5 nm, respectively (18) , and so it is likely that the protective role of the RS layer is directed towards these underlying layers of the wall. In this context, it is significant that, in a number of bacteria, the cell wall is more readily attacked by parasites (8) or lysozyme (17, 23) in mutants lacking an RS layer. The essential difference between the bacterial RS layers and the virus capsid lies, however, in the necessity of the former to be permeable to nutrients and waste products associated with the metabolism of the cell. The approximately 2-mm-diameter holes would enable the free passage of small molecules (with molecular weights less than about 3,000 to 5,000), but would protect the underlying layers of the cell wall from attack from larger particles such as lytic enzymes (proteases and muramidases), phages, or plasmids. This structure function hypothesis would account for the great variety in particle shape and lattice seen in these layers as arising simply from the necessity to cover the surface of the bacterium while still allowing the passage of small molecules. In this context, therefore, the unifying feature between different RS layers would lie not in their protein constituents, but rather in the spaces left between them, and in this respect it is possible that the fine bridges often seen may serve as barriers across large holes, in addition to any structural role they may have. The functional relationship we propose here may also provide an explanation for the commonly observed disappearance of RS layers from wild-type strains when grown in serial culture in the laboratory. One would imagine that, although the holes in the RS layer would allow diffusion of nutrients into the bacterium, it might reduce the total nutrient flux. Thus, when bacteria were being grown in the laboratory in the absence of their natural predators and many of the other hostile components of their normal environment, there could be a selective advantage for mutants lacking an RS layer, which would not be paralleled in the wild.
We stress that the structure-function relationship proposed here deals with only one of the possible functions of the RS layers. In addition to providing a simple barrier for large molecules, they may also help to screen the cell by way of their negative charge or by chelation of metal ions (4, 6) , and, in the case of gram-negative bacteria, a contribution to the protection of the inner layers could also be made by the outer membrane.
